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Cap and Trade (cont.)
economic effects, 
EU experience, 
hybrid plan, 
punishing the innocent, 
reduction in SO emissions,
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carbon capture and storage

See CCS
carbon cycle

global, –
carbon tax See emissions fee
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CO, atmospheric measurement,
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William
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buildings, 
transportation, 

energy balance, 
energy demand

future, 
energy efficiency

end-use, 
energy flow, US, 
energy intensity, –, 

vs time, 
energy sources, natural, –
energy subsidies, 
energy use, US, 
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(EGS), 
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greenhouse gases (cont.)
emission indicators, 
emissions from fossil fuels, 
emissions reduction See Cap

and Trade; emissions fee;
carbon tax

constraints, 
greenhouse gas reduction
standard (GRS), 

fluorocarbons, 
global emissions , 
methane, 
nitrous oxide, 
previous  years, 
removal times, 
sources, 
tropospheric ozone, 
water vapor, 

Hardin, Garrett, 
HCCI, homogeneous charge

compression ignition
engines, 

hockey stick curve See Earth
history

Hubbert, M.K., 
Hubbert’s peak, 

hybrid cars
plug-in See PHEV
serial hybrid, 
Toyota Prius, 

hydropower See renewable
energy

hydrothermal See renewable
energy, geothermal

ice cores, , 
IIASA-WEC economic growth

scenario, , 
IMF vehicle projection, 
Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC)
See IPCC

internal combustion engine
(ICE)

energy efficiency, 
International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA),


International Energy Agency
(IEA), 

IPCC
Assessment Reports, –
assessments
scenarios, –

history, 
projected global surface

warming, 
scenarios, 
st century temperature
projections, 

prediction ranges, 
temperature change
estimates, 

JASON Climate Model, 

Keeling, C.D., , 
Koonin, Steven, 
Krewitt, W., 
Kyoto Protocol (), , ,

, –
Annex B, 
clean development mechanism,

CDM, 
offsets, 

Kyoto-, –
Copenhagen meeting (),

, 
role of developing countries,
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light water reactor (LWR), ,


present generation, 
low-carbon energy sources, 

MacDonald, Gordon, 
market exchange rates, 
Mars, 
methane hydrate, 
Montreal Treaty () 
MOX reactor fuel, 
Muller, Richard, 

Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT), 

extract, –
Nordhaus, William, , 
nuclear power

breakout scenario, 
cost, –
comparison, 

opposition to, 
radiation, –
safety, –
US role, 
waste disposal, –
weapons proliferation, –

nuclear reactor, 
LWR, light water reactor, 

nuclear weapons
enriched uranium, –
gas centrifuges, –
plutonium, –
spent fuel reprocessed, 

ocean systems See renewable
energy

oil
Enhanced Oil Recovery

(EOR), 
horizontal drilling in shale, 
refining products, 
reserves

sources and prices, 
supply, conventional, 
supply, unconventional, ,



oil shock See OPEC oil embargo
OPEC oil embargo, 

permafrost, 
perturbation analysis See climate

models
PHEV, plug-in hybrid electric

vehicles, –, 
plutonium, reactor-grade, 
plutonium, weapons-grade, 
population, 

prediction, 
world increase, 

population, world, 
POSTA See France
primary energy, , , 

emissions from, 
sources, 

proliferation, –
fuel cycle, –
Iran, 
North Korea, 

proxies, temperature, –
purchasing power parity (PPP),



PV, photovoltaic See solar-energy
systems

radiation, –
annual doses, 

radioactive waste disposal,
–

fission fragments, FF, 
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once-through system, 
reprocessing, 
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transmutation, 
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radioactive waste disposal (cont.)
uranium, 
Yucca Mountain, 
history, –

radioactivity, natural, 
body, –
compared to coal-fired plant,



compared to nuclear plant,


radon gas, 
radon gas See radioactivity
reactor accidents

Chernobyl (), , –
RMBK- reactors, 

Three Mile Island (),
–

consequences, 
exposures, 

renewable energy
geothermal, –
enhanced geothermal
system, –

heat pumps, 
hydrothermal, 

hydropower, –
new construction, 

ocean, 
cost, 

solar See solar-energy systems
wind See wind power

Revelle, Roger, , 
RMBK reactors See reactor

accidents Chernobyl ()
Roentgen, W.C., 
rolling resistance, 
RPS, Renewable Portfolio

Standards, , –

social discount rate, 
solar-energy systems

hot water and heat, , 
hours of sunlight, 

output by time of day, 
photovoltaic, –
thermoelectric, –
efficiency, 

spent fuel See radioactive waste
disposal

stabilization
global model for, 

stabilization trajectories, 
stabilization wedges, –
Stern Report, 
Stern, Nicholas, 
Sun

radiation spectrum, 
surface temperature, 

tar sands, Canada, 
thermometer, invention, 
Total Primary Energy Supply

See TPES
TPES, , , , –

buildings See buildings, total
energy use

CO emissions, 
projected under BAU, 
renewables contribution,

–

transportation
energy consumption, 
fuel economy, US, 
US daily oil consumption, 
VMT, vehicle miles traveled,

–

UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change
(UNFCCC), 

uranium, enriched, , 
US policy options scorecard,

–

Valley of Death See development
phase
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vehicle safety
aggressivity, 
crash avoidance, 
crashworthiness, 

vehicle weight See vehicle safety
vehicles

weight vs acceleration, 
vehicles, all-electric, 
Venus, 
volcanic eruptions, 
Vostok ice cores, –

Wagoner, Rick, 
wind power, –

backup power, 
capacity and output, 
correlation length, 

E.ON (Germany), 
history, 
IEA Wind consortium, 
turbines, –
capacity and output, 
sites, 

US sites, 
variability, , 

world energy demand
future, 
poorest countries, 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada
See radioactive waste
disposal

zero net energy (ZNE), 
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